Issn K Nearest Neighbor Based Dbscan Clustering Algorithm
If you ally compulsion such a referred Issn K Nearest Neighbor Based Dbscan Clustering Algorithm ebook that will pay for you worth, acquire
the extremely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are also launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Issn K Nearest Neighbor Based Dbscan Clustering Algorithm that we will very offer. It is not
a propos the costs. Its very nearly what you craving currently. This Issn K Nearest Neighbor Based Dbscan Clustering Algorithm , as one of the most
enthusiastic sellers here will agreed be among the best options to review.

Partitional Clustering Algorithms - M. Emre Celebi 2014-11-07
This book focuses on partitional clustering algorithms, which are
commonly used in engineering and computer scientific applications. The
goal of this volume is to summarize the state-of-the-art in partitional
clustering. The book includes such topics as center-based clustering,
competitive learning clustering and density-based clustering. Each
chapter is contributed by a leading expert in the field.
Applied Spatial Statistics and Econometrics - Katarzyna Kopczewska
2020-11-25
This textbook is a comprehensive introduction to applied spatial data
analysis using R. Each chapter walks the reader through a different
method, explaining how to interpret the results and what conclusions can
be drawn. The author team showcases key topics, including unsupervised
learning, causal inference, spatial weight matrices, spatial econometrics,
heterogeneity and bootstrapping. It is accompanied by a suite of data
and R code on Github to help readers practise techniques via replication
and exercises. This text will be a valuable resource for advanced
students of econometrics, spatial planning and regional science. It will
also be suitable for researchers and data scientists working with spatial
data.
Sentiment Analysis for Social Media - Carlos A. Iglesias 2020-04-02
Sentiment analysis is a branch of natural language processing concerned
with the study of the intensity of the emotions expressed in a piece of
text. The automated analysis of the multitude of messages delivered
through social media is one of the hottest research fields, both in
academy and in industry, due to its extremely high potential applicability
in many different domains. This Special Issue describes both
technological contributions to the field, mostly based on deep learning
techniques, and specific applications in areas like health insurance,
gender classification, recommender systems, and cyber aggression
detection.
Proceedings of Second International Conference on Smart Energy and
Communication - Dinesh Goyal 2021-01-04
This book gathers selected papers presented at the 2nd International
Conference on Smart Energy and Communication (ICSEC 2020), held at
Poornima Institute of Engineering and Technology, Jaipur, India, on
March 20–21, 2020. It covers a range of topics in electronics and
communication engineering and electrical engineering, including analog
circuit design, image processing, wireless and microwave
communication, optoelectronics and photonic devices, nano-electronics,
renewable energy, smart grid, power systems and industry applications.
Intelligent and Fuzzy Techniques for Emerging Conditions and
Digital Transformation - Cengiz Kahraman 2021-08-23
This book presents recent research in intelligent and fuzzy techniques.
Emerging conditions such as pandemic, wars, natural disasters and
various high technologies force people for significant changes in
business and social life. The adoption of digital technologies to transform
services or businesses, through replacing non-digital or manual
processes with digital processes or replacing older digital technology
with newer digital technologies through intelligent systems is the main
scope of this book. It focuses on revealing the reflection of digital
transformation in our business and social life under emerging conditions
through intelligent and fuzzy systems. The latest intelligent and fuzzy
methods and techniques on digital transformation are introduced by
theory and applications. The intended readers are intelligent and fuzzy
systems researchers, lecturers, M.Sc. and Ph.D. students studying digital
transformation. Usage of ordinary fuzzy sets and their extensions,
heuristics and metaheuristics from optimization to machine learning,
from quality management to risk management makes the book an
excellent source for researchers.
Proceedings of the Third SIAM International Conference on Data
Mining - Daniel Barbara 2003-01-01
issn-k-nearest-neighbor-based-dbscan-clustering-algorithm

The third SIAM International Conference on Data Mining provided an
open forum for the presentation, discussion and development of
innovative algorithms, software and theories for data mining applications
and data intensive computation. This volume includes 21 research
papers.
Machine Learning, ECML- ... - 2003
Clustering Stability - Ulrike Von Luxburg 2010
A popular method for selecting the number of clusters is based on
stability arguments: one chooses the number of clusters such that the
corresponding clustering results are most stable. In recent years, a
series of papers has analyzed the behavior of this method from a
theoretical point of view. However, the results are very technical and
difficult to interpret for non-experts. In this paper we give a high-level
overview about the existing literature on clustering stability. In addition
to presenting the results in a slightly informal but accessible way, we
relate them to each other and discuss their different implications.
Image Analysis - 2005
Computational Geometry - Franco P. Preparata 2012-12-06
From the reviews: "This book offers a coherent treatment, at the
graduate textbook level, of the field that has come to be known in the last
decade or so as computational geometry. ... ... The book is well organized
and lucidly written; a timely contribution by two founders of the field. It
clearly demonstrates that computational geometry in the plane is now a
fairly well-understood branch of computer science and mathematics. It
also points the way to the solution of the more challenging problems in
dimensions higher than two." #Mathematical Reviews#1 "... This
remarkable book is a comprehensive and systematic study on research
results obtained especially in the last ten years. The very clear
presentation concentrates on basic ideas, fundamental combinatorial
structures, and crucial algorithmic techniques. The plenty of results is
clever organized following these guidelines and within the framework of
some detailed case studies. A large number of figures and examples also
aid the understanding of the material. Therefore, it can be highly
recommended as an early graduate text but it should prove also to be
essential to researchers and professionals in applied fields of computeraided design, computer graphics, and robotics." #Biometrical Journal#2
Computer Engineering & Apps - 2009-01
Emerging Technology in Modelling and Graphics - Jyotsna Kumar
Mandal 2019-07-16
The book covers cutting-edge and advanced research in modelling and
graphics. Gathering high-quality papers presented at the First
International Conference on Emerging Technology in Modelling and
Graphics, held from 6 to 8 September 2018 in Kolkata, India, it addresses
topics including: image processing and analysis, image segmentation,
digital geometry for computer imaging, image and security, biometrics,
video processing, medical imaging, and virtual and augmented reality.
Data Mining for Bioinformatics - Sumeet Dua 2012-11-06
Covering theory, algorithms, and methodologies, as well as data mining
technologies, Data Mining for Bioinformatics provides a comprehensive
discussion of data-intensive computations used in data mining with
applications in bioinformatics. It supplies a broad, yet in-depth, overview
of the application domains of data mining for bioinformatics to help
readers from both biology and computer science backgrounds gain an
enhanced understanding of this cross-disciplinary field. The book offers
authoritative coverage of data mining techniques, technologies, and
frameworks used for storing, analyzing, and extracting knowledge from
large databases in the bioinformatics domains, including genomics and
proteomics. It begins by describing the evolution of bioinformatics and
highlighting the challenges that can be addressed using data mining
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techniques. Introducing the various data mining techniques that can be
employed in biological databases, the text is organized into four sections:
Supplies a complete overview of the evolution of the field and its
intersection with computational learning Describes the role of data
mining in analyzing large biological databases—explaining the breath of
the various feature selection and feature extraction techniques that data
mining has to offer Focuses on concepts of unsupervised learning using
clustering techniques and its application to large biological data Covers
supervised learning using classification techniques most commonly used
in bioinformatics—addressing the need for validation and benchmarking
of inferences derived using either clustering or classification The book
describes the various biological databases prominently referred to in
bioinformatics and includes a detailed list of the applications of advanced
clustering algorithms used in bioinformatics. Highlighting the challenges
encountered during the application of classification on biological
databases, it considers systems of both single and ensemble classifiers
and shares effort-saving tips for model selection and performance
estimation strategies.
Data Mining: Introductory And Advanced Topics - Margaret H Dunham
2006-09

numerous opportunities. This book is about the marriage of optics and AI
and how each part can benefit from the other. Optics facilitates on-chip
neural networks based on fast optical computing and energy-efficient
interconnects and communications. On the other hand, AI enables
efficient tools to address the challenges of today’s optical communication
networks, which behave in an increasingly complex manner. The book
collects contributions from pioneering researchers from both academy
and industry to discuss the challenges and solutions in each of the
respective fields.
Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery - 2003
Data Mining - Mehmed Kantardzic 2019-11-12
Presents the latest techniques for analyzing and extracting information
from large amounts of data in high-dimensional data spaces The revised
and updated third edition of Data Mining contains in one volume an
introduction to a systematic approach to the analysis of large data sets
that integrates results from disciplines such as statistics, artificial
intelligence, data bases, pattern recognition, and computer visualization.
Advances in deep learning technology have opened an entire new
spectrum of applications. The author—a noted expert on the
topic—explains the basic concepts, models, and methodologies that have
been developed in recent years. This new edition introduces and expands
on many topics, as well as providing revised sections on software tools
and data mining applications. Additional changes include an updated list
of references for further study, and an extended list of problems and
questions that relate to each chapter.This third edition presents new and
expanded information that: • Explores big data and cloud computing •
Examines deep learning • Includes information on convolutional neural
networks (CNN) • Offers reinforcement learning • Contains semisupervised learning and S3VM • Reviews model evaluation for
unbalanced data Written for graduate students in computer science,
computer engineers, and computer information systems professionals,
the updated third edition of Data Mining continues to provide an
essential guide to the basic principles of the technology and the most
recent developments in the field.
High Performance Architecture and Grid Computing - Archana
Mantri 2011-07-05
This book constitutes the refereeds proceedings of the International
Conference on High Performance Architecture and Grid Computing,
HPAGC 2011, held in Chandigarh, India, in July 2011. The 87 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 240
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on grid and
cloud computing; high performance architecture; information
management and network security.
Advances in Information Systems Science - Julius T. Tou 1985

EURO-PAR '... - 2001
Geometric Methods and Applications - Jean Gallier 2012-12-06
As an introduction to fundamental geometric concepts and tools needed
for solving problems of a geometric nature using a computer, this book
fills the gap between standard geometry books, which are primarily
theoretical, and applied books on computer graphics, computer vision, or
robotics that do not cover the underlying geometric concepts in detail.
Gallier offers an introduction to affine, projective, computational, and
Euclidean geometry, basics of differential geometry and Lie groups, and
explores many of the practical applications of geometry. Some of these
include computer vision, efficient communication, error correcting codes,
cryptography, motion interpolation, and robot kinematics. This
comprehensive text covers most of the geometric background needed for
conducting research in computer graphics, geometric modeling,
computer vision, and robotics and as such will be of interest to a wide
audience including computer scientists, mathematicians, and engineers.
Internet of Things, Smart Spaces, and Next Generation Networking Sergey Balandin 2013-08-23
This book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of the 13
International Conference on Next Generation Teletraffic and
Wired/Wireless Advanced Networking, NEW2AN, and the 6th Conference
on Internet of Things and Smart Spaces, ruSMART 2013, held in St.
Petersburg, Russia, in August 2013. The total of 38 papers was carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in this book. The 14 papers selected
from ruSMART are organized in topical sections named: internet on
things, smart spaces technologies; and smart systems. The 24 papers
from NEW2AN deal with the following topics: performance and efficiency
analysis, network and transport layer issues; cognitive radio networks;
sensor and mesh networks; upper layer protocols and applications; adhoc, cellular and satellite networks.
Innovations in Smart Cities Applications Volume 4 - Mohamed Ben
Ahmed 2021-02-12
This proceedings book is the fourth edition of a series of works which
features emergent research trends and recent innovations related to
smart city presented at the 5th International Conference on Smart City
Applications SCA20 held in Safranbolu, Turkey. This book is composed of
peer-reviewed chapters written by leading international scholars in the
field of smart cities from around the world. This book covers all the
smart city topics including Smart Citizenship, Smart Education, Smart
Mobility, Smart Healthcare, Smart Mobility, Smart Security, Smart Earth
Environment & Agriculture, Smart Economy, Smart Factory and Smart
Recognition Systems. This book contains a special section intended for
Covid-19 pandemic researches. This book edition is an invaluable
resource for courses in computer science, electrical engineering and
urban sciences for sustainable development.
Optics for AI and AI for Optics - Jinlong Wei 2020-06-23
Artificial intelligence is deeply involved in our daily lives via reinforcing
the digital transformation of modern economies and infrastructure. It
relies on powerful computing clusters, which face bottlenecks of power
consumption for both data transmission and intensive computing.
Meanwhile, optics (especially optical communications, which underpin
today’s telecommunications) is penetrating short-reach connections
down to the chip level, thus meeting with AI technology and creating
issn-k-nearest-neighbor-based-dbscan-clustering-algorithm

Unsupervised Machine Learning for Clustering in Political and
Social Research - Philip D. Waggoner 2021-01-28
In the age of data-driven problem-solving, applying sophisticated
computational tools for explaining substantive phenomena is a valuable
skill. Yet, application of methods assumes an understanding of the data,
structure, and patterns that influence the broader research program.
This Element offers researchers and teachers an introduction to
clustering, which is a prominent class of unsupervised machine learning
for exploring and understanding latent, non-random structure in data. A
suite of widely used clustering techniques is covered in this Element, in
addition to R code and real data to facilitate interaction with the
concepts. Upon setting the stage for clustering, the following algorithms
are detailed: agglomerative hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering,
Gaussian mixture models, and at a higher-level, fuzzy C-means
clustering, DBSCAN, and partitioning around medoids (k-medoids)
clustering.
Advances in Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining - 2005
Information Management and Big Data - Juan Antonio LossioVentura 2019-02-07
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th International
Conference on Information Management and Big Data, SIMBig 2018,
held in Lima, Peru, in September 2018. The 34 papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 101 submissions. The papers
address issues such as data mining, artificial intelligence, Natural
Language Processing, information retrieval, machine learning, web
mining.
Big Data and Smart Digital Environment - Yousef Farhaoui 2019-02-21
This book reviews the state of the art of big data analysis and smart city.
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It includes issues which pertain to signal processing, probability models,
machine learning, data mining, database, data engineering, pattern
recognition, visualisation, predictive analytics, data warehousing, data
compression, computer programming, smart city, etc. Data is becoming
an increasingly decisive resource in modern societies, economies, and
governmental organizations. Data science inspires novel techniques and
theories drawn from mathematics, statistics, information theory,
computer science, and social science. Papers in this book were the
outcome of research conducted in this field of study. The latter makes
use of applications and techniques related to data analysis in general and
big data and smart city in particular. The book appeals to advanced
undergraduate and graduate students, postdoctoral researchers,
lecturers and industrial researchers, as well as anyone interested in big
data analysis and smart city.
Advanced Soft Computing Techniques in Data Science, IoT and Cloud
Computing - Sujata Dash 2021-11-05
This book plays a significant role in improvising human life to a great
extent. The new applications of soft computing can be regarded as an
emerging field in computer science, automatic control engineering,
medicine, biology application, natural environmental engineering, and
pattern recognition. Now, the exemplar model for soft computing is
human brain. The use of various techniques of soft computing is
nowadays successfully implemented in many domestic, commercial, and
industrial applications due to the low-cost and very high-performance
digital processors and also the decline price of the memory chips. This is
the main reason behind the wider expansion of soft computing
techniques and its application areas. These computing methods also play
a significant role in the design and optimization in diverse engineering
disciplines. With the influence and the development of the Internet of
things (IoT) concept, the need for using soft computing techniques has
become more significant than ever. In general, soft computing methods
are closely similar to biological processes than traditional techniques,
which are mostly based on formal logical systems, such as sentential
logic and predicate logic, or rely heavily on computer-aided numerical
analysis. Soft computing techniques are anticipated to complement each
other. The aim of these techniques is to accept imprecision,
uncertainties, and approximations to get a rapid solution. However,
recent advancements in representation soft computing algorithms (fuzzy
logic,evolutionary computation, machine learning, and probabilistic
reasoning) generate a more intelligent and robust system providing a
human interpretable, low-cost, approximate solution. Soft computingbased algorithms have demonstrated great performance to a variety of
areas including multimedia retrieval, fault tolerance, system modelling,
network architecture, Web semantics, big data analytics, time series,
biomedical and health informatics, etc. Soft computing approaches such
as genetic programming (GP), support vector machine–firefly algorithm
(SVM-FFA), artificial neural network (ANN), and support vector
machine–wavelet (SVM–Wavelet) have emerged as powerful
computational models. These have also shown significant success in
dealing with massive data analysis for large number of applications. All
the researchers and practitioners will be highly benefited those who are
working in field of computer engineering, medicine, biology application,
signal processing, and mechanical engineering. This book is a good
collection of state-of-the-art approaches for soft computing-based
applications to various engineering fields. It is very beneficial for the new
researchers and practitioners working in the field to quickly know the
best performing methods. They would be able to compare different
approaches and can carry forward their research in the most important
area of research which has direct impact on betterment of the human life
and health. This book is very useful because there is no book in the
market which provides a good collection of state-of-the-art methods of
soft computing-based models for multimedia retrieval, fault tolerance,
system modelling, network architecture, Web semantics, big data
analytics, time series, and biomedical and health informatics.
Anomaly Detection Principles and Algorithms - Kishan G. Mehrotra
2017-11-18
This book provides a readable and elegant presentation of the principles
of anomaly detection,providing an easy introduction for newcomers to
the field. A large number of algorithms are succinctly described, along
with a presentation of their strengths and weaknesses. The authors also
cover algorithms that address different kinds of problems of interest with
single and multiple time series data and multi-dimensional data. New
ensemble anomaly detection algorithms are described, utilizing the
benefits provided by diverse algorithms, each of which work well on
some kinds of data. With advancements in technology and the extensive
issn-k-nearest-neighbor-based-dbscan-clustering-algorithm

use of the internet as a medium for communications and commerce,
there has been a tremendous increase in the threats faced by individuals
and organizations from attackers and criminal entities. Variations in the
observable behaviors of individuals (from others and from their own past
behaviors) have been found to be useful in predicting potential problems
of various kinds. Hence computer scientists and statisticians have been
conducting research on automatically identifying anomalies in large
datasets. This book will primarily target practitioners and researchers
who are newcomers to the area of modern anomaly detection techniques.
Advanced-level students in computer science will also find this book
helpful with their studies.
Innovation in Information Systems and Technologies to Support
Learning Research - Mohammed Serrhini 2019-11-30
This book provides glimpses into contemporary research in information
systems & technology, learning, artificial intelligence (AI), machine
learning, and security and how it applies to the real world, but the ideas
presented also span the domains of telehealth, computer vision, the role
and use of mobile devices, brain–computer interfaces, virtual reality,
language and image processing and big data analytics and applications.
Great research arises from asking pertinent research questions. This
book reveals some of the authors’ “beautiful questions” and how they
develop the subsequent “what if” and “how” questions, offering readers
food for thought and whetting their appetite for further research by the
same authors.
Bioinformatics Methods in Clinical Research - Rune Matthiesen 2010
Integrated bioinformatics solutions have become increasingly valuable in
past years, as technological advances have allowed researchers to
consider the potential of omics for clinical diagnosis, prognosis, and
therapeutic purposes, and as the costs of such techniques have begun to
lessen. In Bioinformatics Methods in Clinical Research, experts examine
the latest developments impacting clinical omics, and describe in great
detail the algorithms that are currently used in publicly available
software tools. Chapters discuss statistics, algorithms, automated
methods of data retrieval, and experimental consideration in genomics,
transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. Composed in the highly
successful Methods in Molecular BiologyTM series format, each chapter
contains a brief introduction, provides practical examples illustrating
methods, results, and conclusions from data mining strategies wherever
possible, and includes a Notes section which shares tips on
troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Informative and groundbreaking, Bioinformatics Methods in Clinical Research establishes a
much-needed bridge between theory and practice, making it an
indispensable resource for bioinformatics researchers.
Introduction to Machine Learning - Ethem Alpaydin 2014-08-22
Introduction -- Supervised learning -- Bayesian decision theory -Parametric methods -- Multivariate methods -- Dimensionality reduction - Clustering -- Nonparametric methods -- Decision trees -- Linear
discrimination -- Multilayer perceptrons -- Local models -- Kernel
machines -- Graphical models -- Brief contents -- Hidden markov models - Bayesian estimation -- Combining multiple learners -- Reinforcement
learning -- Design and analysis of machine learning experiments.
Principles of Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery - Jan Zytkow
1999-09-01
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third European
Conference on Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in
Databases, PKDD'99, held in Prague, Czech Republic in September 1999.
The 28 revised full papers and 48 poster presentations were carefully
reviewed and selected from 106 full papers submitted. The papers are
organized in topical sections on time series, applications, taxonomies and
partitions, logic methods, distributed and multirelational databases, text
mining and feature selection, rules and induction, and interesting and
unusual issues.
Hands-On Unsupervised Learning Using Python - Ankur A. Patel
2019-02-21
Many industry experts consider unsupervised learning the next frontier
in artificial intelligence, one that may hold the key to general artificial
intelligence. Since the majority of the world's data is unlabeled,
conventional supervised learning cannot be applied. Unsupervised
learning, on the other hand, can be applied to unlabeled datasets to
discover meaningful patterns buried deep in the data, patterns that may
be near impossible for humans to uncover. Author Ankur Patel shows you
how to apply unsupervised learning using two simple, production-ready
Python frameworks: Scikit-learn and TensorFlow using Keras. With code
and hands-on examples, data scientists will identify difficult-to-find
patterns in data and gain deeper business insight, detect anomalies,
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perform automatic feature engineering and selection, and generate
synthetic datasets. All you need is programming and some machine
learning experience to get started. Compare the strengths and
weaknesses of the different machine learning approaches: supervised,
unsupervised, and reinforcement learning Set up and manage machine
learning projects end-to-end Build an anomaly detection system to catch
credit card fraud Clusters users into distinct and homogeneous groups
Perform semisupervised learning Develop movie recommender systems
using restricted Boltzmann machines Generate synthetic images using
generative adversarial networks
Clustering - Rui Xu 2008-11-03
This is the first book to take a truly comprehensive look at clustering. It
begins with an introduction to cluster analysis and goes on to explore:
proximity measures; hierarchical clustering; partition clustering; neural
network-based clustering; kernel-based clustering; sequential data
clustering; large-scale data clustering; data visualization and highdimensional data clustering; and cluster validation. The authors assume
no previous background in clustering and their generous inclusion of
examples and references help make the subject matter comprehensible
for readers of varying levels and backgrounds.
Modern Algorithms of Cluster Analysis - Slawomir Wierzchoń
2017-12-29
This book provides the reader with a basic understanding of the formal
concepts of the cluster, clustering, partition, cluster analysis etc. The
book explains feature-based, graph-based and spectral clustering
methods and discusses their formal similarities and differences.
Understanding the related formal concepts is particularly vital in the
epoch of Big Data; due to the volume and characteristics of the data, it is
no longer feasible to predominantly rely on merely viewing the data
when facing a clustering problem. Usually clustering involves choosing
similar objects and grouping them together. To facilitate the choice of
similarity measures for complex and big data, various measures of object
similarity, based on quantitative (like numerical measurement results)
and qualitative features (like text), as well as combinations of the two,
are described, as well as graph-based similarity measures for (hyper)
linked objects and measures for multilayered graphs. Numerous variants
demonstrating how such similarity measures can be exploited when
defining clustering cost functions are also presented. In addition, the
book provides an overview of approaches to handling large collections of
objects in a reasonable time. In particular, it addresses grid-based
methods, sampling methods, parallelization via Map-Reduce, usage of
tree-structures, random projections and various heuristic approaches,
especially those used for community detection.
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Very Large Data Bases - 2001
Grouping Multidimensional Data - Jacob Kogan 2006-02-10
Publisher description
Adaptive Resonance Theory in Social Media Data Clustering - Lei Meng
2019-04-30
Social media data contains our communication and online sharing,
mirroring our daily life. This book looks at how we can use and what we
can discover from such big data: Basic knowledge (data & challenges) on
social media analytics Clustering as a fundamental technique for
unsupervised knowledge discovery and data mining A class of neural
inspired algorithms, based on adaptive resonance theory (ART), tackling
challenges in big social media data clustering Step-by-step practices of
developing unsupervised machine learning algorithms for real-world
applications in social media domain Adaptive Resonance Theory in Social
Media Data Clustering stands on the fundamental breakthrough in
cognitive and neural theory, i.e. adaptive resonance theory, which
simulates how a brain processes information to perform memory,
learning, recognition, and prediction. It presents initiatives on the
mathematical demonstration of ART’s learning mechanisms in clustering,
and illustrates how to extend the base ART model to handle the
complexity and characteristics of social media data and perform
associative analytical tasks. Both cutting-edge research and real-world
practices on machine learning and social media analytics are included in
the book and if you wish to learn the answers to the following questions,
this book is for you: How to process big streams of multimedia data?
How to analyze social networks with heterogeneous data? How to
understand a user’s interests by learning from online posts and
behaviors? How to create a personalized search engine by automatically
indexing and searching multimodal information resources? .
Business Process Management Workshops - Niels Lohmann
2014-05-09
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of nine international
workshops held in Beijing, China, in conjunction with the 11th
International Conference on Business Process Management, BPM 2013,
in August 2013. The nine workshops comprised Business Process
Intelligence (BPI 2013), Business Process Management and Social
Software (BPMS2 2013), Data- and Artifact-Centric BPM (DAB 2013),
Decision Mining and Modeling for Business Processes (DeMiMoP 2013),
Emerging Topics in Business Process Management (ETBPM 2013),
Process-Aware Logistics Systems (PALS 2013), Process Model
Collections: Management and Reuse (PMC-MR 2013), Security in
Business Processes (SBP 2013) and Theory and Applications of Process
Visualization (TAProViz 2013). The 38 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 74 submissions.
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